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Abstract

A new geometry and topology parameterisation method is presented which is

based on creating a parameterisation grid of cells and reconstructing surfaces

from the fraction of the cell volume defined to be solid, with the volume fractions

acting as design variables. This method is able to include topological changes

alongside fine-level geometric control, and therefore offers a significant increase

in flexibility. In this work, the geometric capabilities of the method are con-

firmed by successfully constructing a variety of surfaces, using both arbitrary

object outlines and aerofoil geometries. The method is then used in a range of

optimisation problems covering the design of a coastal defence, increasing fluid

damping within an oscillating box by the addition of baffles, and design of a

multi-body configuration for minimum drag in supersonic flow. These problems

demonstrate the benefits of a parameterisation for fluids modelling that is ca-

pable of topological changes and which can be used with global search as well

as gradient-based methods.
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1. Introduction

In optimisation problems a key challenge is how best to represent trial geome-

tries in a way that maximises coverage of the design space and which promotes

good convergence of the optimiser. Methods of representing geometries are of-

ten referred to as shape parameterisations as the geometry is represented by

a vector of parameters; it is these parameters the optimisation method subse-

quently adjusts to produce new geometries. This process and the links between

the methods are shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Diagram of interaction between design variables, x, geometry parameterisation
scheme, generated shape and an optimisation method

Having the ability to change topology is a desirable but uncommon feature

for a parameterisation scheme. Enabling topological change in an optimisation

process is desirable because it allows consideration of designs that would not

otherwise be accessible [1]. In the case of high lift configurations for aircraft or

racing cars, for example, it is not obvious how many lifting elements may be

optimal. Equally, the aerospike design used on Trident II missiles [2, 3] would

be very difficult to obtain without a parameterisation capable of substantial

geometric and/or topological change.

The objective of the work presented is to define a parameterisation scheme

that implicitly handles topological change alongside fine-level geometric control.

Following a review of existing parameterisation methods in section 1.1 a new
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parameterisation method is proposed in section 2. The method is then applied

to a set of geometry reconstruction problems in order to explore the accuracy

and flexibility of the parameterisation, before testing on optimisation problems

including the design of minimum drag configurations in supersonic flow, the

design of a coastal defence and design of baffles to increase damping in an

oscillating tank.

1.1. Existing Parameterisation Methods

Parameterisation raises two fundamental and interlinked problems; first, how

to devise a geometry method that designs shapes suitable for the chosen opti-

misation, and second, how to have confidence that a sufficient but not excessive

number of design variables have been introduced.

A parameterisation is a method of representing a geometry by means of a

vector of design variables, and these methods can be broadly split between two

groups. The first group seeks to construct shapes from empty space, while the

second aims to deform an already existing geometry. Although distinctions can

blur, surface point control, level sets and descriptive function approaches are

constructive, while control point techniques are deformative (an exception to

this is the way in which NURBS can be used to both construct surfaces from

control points, and then also to deform them through motion of those control

points). It is clear that a constructive approach may usually be linearised to

provide a deformative route providing the initial shape may be encoded, but

there is no guarantee a deformative technique will be able to construct a shape

from scratch.

Once a parameterisation has been selected, it is possible to consider design

space (dimension) reduction (DSR) in an effort to ensure the number of design

variables is minimised. The first approach, proposed by Diez et al. [4, 5],

is to randomly sample a wide range of geometries constructed via the chosen
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parameterisation and use a Karhunen-Loève expansion (although other matrix

approaches may also be used [6]) to find a series of eigenvectors and values

ordered in terms of decreasing importance. From this, a subset of the ‘early’

eigenvectors may then be used as design variables, and this approach has been

applied for marine hull design [4, 5] using free-form deformation. A second

approach is to take a representative geometric library and parameterise this

with any method through a fitting procedure, before interpolating the calculated

parameter values against a chosen, smaller set of variables of interest. For

example, an aerofoil library might be parameterised using CST [7], and then the

CST parameters interpolated in terms of lift coefficient and thickness to chord

ratio, as demonstrated by Sóbester and Powell [8]. It is an important result of

these approaches that even if a parameterisation initially introduces too many

design variables, these can later be reduced to an acceptable level through DSR.

It is therefore not compulsory to address accuracy (ability to reconstruct any

shape) and efficiency (ability to reconstruct using a small number of design

variables) simultaneously, although clearly a link will always exist.

The goal in this section is to illustrate where an approach handling topolog-

ical change as part of the parameterisation can fit in to the existing tool box of

methods, so the relative merits of existing methods and their most important

results shall now be considered.

1.1.1. Surface Points as Design Variables

A natural approach is to consider moving every surface point, so that the

design variables are simply the surface point locations in x,y,z. Doing so ensures

that the complete design space is retained, as any surface can be represented

(in a discrete sense) if all surface points are free to move.

This has been applied extensively in aerodynamic optimisation [9, 10, 11, 12,

13]. The gradient of the objective function must however be smoothed in order
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to ensure smooth surfaces are generated, as with such a high number of design

variables is it easy to produce noisy surface shapes. It can also be demonstrated

on a test example, such as the brachistochrone problem, that in the absence of

a smoothing operation surface quality will progressively deteriorate [10].

The benefit of being able to represent a large design space creates difficulties

as high dimensional spaces are time consuming to explore, with slow optimiser

convergence being common, and it is imperative to use an adjoint route for

gradient computation. Using this parameterisation it is also not clear how to

create topological changes moving from the starting surface in the absence of

any other descriptive mechanism; furthermore, including topological variation

in an adjoint frame work would be difficult. Topological derivatives have been

defined for general optimisation [14], but not applied with a surface point pa-

rameterisation.

1.1.2. Level Sets

Level sets represent the boundary of a geometry as a level set of a function

and their use in geometry optimisation is reviewed by van Dijk [15] et al. For

reasons of convenience the zero level set is usually chosen as this can be detected

by a sign change. The use of level sets as a method of representing fronts was first

suggested by Osher and Sethian [16] with applications to tracking the behaviour

of propagating flame fronts, and this led naturally into Sethian and Wiegmann’s

[17] work using level sets to parameterise a geometry for optimisation. The level

set method operates by evolving the level set function in a time like manner using

the Hamilton-Jacobi equation such that at each time step a new geometry is

produced as the position of the zero level set changes. The evolution of the level

set function is controlled by a velocity term which acts normal to the surface

and typically the level set function is initialised as a signed distance function

from the initial surface geometry.
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Level set based optimisation has been largely applied to steady state struc-

tural problems and often requires an adjoint solution. This is especially restric-

tive when considering the use of an optimisation scheme with a general solver

as code specific modifications must be made to solve both the adjoint problem

along with the original objective function evaluation.

Sethian and Wiegmann [17] calculated velocity directly from the local stress

such that the boundary moves to remove the maximum amount of material sub-

ject to constraints; this approach was applied to the optimisation of a cantilever

beam. Wang et al. [18] found velocities by using the adjoint method to calculate

the sensitivity of the objective function to the geometry defined by the level set;

this sensitivity was then used to define the level set velocity. Allaire et al. [19]

present similar results but, as with methods described below in section 1.1.5,

used low density material rather than a true absence in regions defined as out-

side the part. Allaire et al. [20] show that level sets evolved by the velocity

method are unlikely to add new holes and so create a different topology; this

can be improved by the inclusion of the topological derivative [14]. Rather than

move a boundary defined by a level set, Wei and Wang [21] define a piecewise

constant level set function which has the advantage of easier topology changes

through creation of holes.

In addition to the evolution based level set parameterisation, a less common

explicit level set approach has been used in optimisation such as that suggested

by Kreissl et al. [22] where weighted radial basis functions (RBFs) were used

to represent the level set function with the weights acting as design variables.

Kreissl et al. combined this parameterisation with a lattice Boltzmann flow

solver to optimise pipe geometry for minimum pressure loss. This method allows

standard gradient based solvers to be used with a level set approach but a large

number of design variables are needed (on the order of 200) to produce a simple
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final geometry and as presented the method cannot be used to produce solid

regions in areas that were previously entirely void. Further work by Kreissl

and Maute [23] developed a framework based on the extended finite element

method (XFEM) which permitted changing topologies to be included in an

optimisation based on a Navier-Stokes solver, as XFEM permits discontinuities

in shape functions.

1.1.3. Control Point Methods

An intuitive parameterisation is to have a surface constructed by joining a

set of control points on that surface [24]. However, unless a large number of

points are used the geometry is unlikely to be sufficiently smooth, but conversely

a large number of points allows high frequency deformations of the surface.

The number of design variables can be reduced by constructing the surface

as an interpolation between control points [25] though for linear interpolation

this does not solve the smoothness problem and for higher order polynomial

interpolation high frequency oscillations may be a problem due to over fitting.

Splines can also be used to parameterise surface geometry [26], and B-Splines

or Bézier curves [27] are early examples. Directly parameterising the surface in

this manner still demands remeshing for each new geometry.

Methods that define the surface of the geometry (constructive) directly are

most intuitive but it is also possible to produce a scheme whereby the control

variables deform an existing geometry or even a computational mesh produced

from the geometry. Free-form deformation (FFD) was first designed for use in

computer graphics [28] and describes a relationship between a local coordinate

system which defines the positions of mesh nodes, or any other point, and a set

of control points arranged in a box around the mesh nodes. Thus any movement

of the control points causes movement of the mesh nodes. The position of these
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control points can be useful as design variables [29, 30]. A similar method is

based upon radial basis function (RBF) interpolation [31]. Here a set of control

points are chosen, the position of which act as design variables as shown in

figure 2, and a global relationship is built between the position of the control

points and the mesh nodes. This allows smooth deformation of the computa-

tional mesh and thus the surface geometry in response to the movement of the

control points.

Further analysis is performed here by also considering a domain element off the surface, that has been
implemented in previous work, with extra points added around the leading edge to allow fine control in that
area, and has 20 points that describe the shape, see figure 3. The surface design variables in this case are
perturbations of each pair (upper and lower surface) of control points in the normal-to-chord direction. This
results in 10 design variables.

(a) Undeformed domain element (b) Symmetric deformation

Figure 3. 20 point domain element.

III. Aerodynamic Shape Optimization Process

The unified parameterization and deformation approach used here has been developed such that it is
applicable to any mesh type, flow solver, and optimization scheme. Here, two types of optimizer are tested,
gradient-based and agent-based, and are linked to an inviscid upwind flow-solver.

III.A. Local Optimization Scheme

This first optimizer used on the problem here was a non-linear Feasible Sequential Quadratic Program-
ming (FSQP)43–45 optimization algorithm which allows strict enforcement of aerodynamic and geometric
constraints. Unconstrained gradient-based optimization algorithms can incorporate constraints by using a
penalty function for design parameters that take the design near or beyond the constraint boundary, but
these methods can be inefficient so the method here solves the Kuhn-Tucker equations. The method re-
quires the gradients with respect to each parameter, and has been made independent from the flow-solver by
obtaining sensitivity information by finite-differences using a symmetric central-difference stencil, i.e. one
positive and one negative perturbation are considered for each design variable. The code is not linked to a
flow-solver, but has been written to control its own calls to the solver used, and reads the output back to
compute the required gradients.

Since each gradient is computed by separate calls to an external flow-solver, the algorithm has been
parallelized in a data sense, such that one parameter (or a group of parameters) is assigned to each available
CPU, allowing parallel evaluation of the required sensitivities. Function evaluations and optimizer updates
occur on the master process, and each CPU controls the geometry (and CFD volume mesh) perturbation
corresponding to a different design variable, and calls the flow solver. Flow-solver results are then returned
to the master for optimizer updates.

III.B. Global Optimization Scheme

The second optimizer considered was a global search algorithm that is constructed around the agent-based
concept which uses a set of agents to traverse the design space in search of the global optimum, where
cooperation between agents is the key to effective global optimization. Here, a form of the gravitational
search algorithm46 has been developed, which is an efficient agent-based system that uses the principle of
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Figure 2: Radial basis function control points undergoing movement to deform an Euler flow
mesh [32]

Control point methods are limited in the topology that they can represent.

The interpolation based methods are also limited to geometry that resembles the

initial geometry, implying that their utility is limited to cases where it is thought

that something close to the optimum is already known. A good example of this

is the use in aerofoil optimisation; the basic geometry is known from experience

but significant improvements to an objective function can be made by small

geometry changes.

1.1.4. Descriptive Function Methods

Kulfan and Bussoletti [7] present the class function/shape function transfor-

mation (CST) method for representing smooth geometries by the combination

of a class function and a number of shape functions. The use of class functions

allows several different basic types of body to be represented by modifying the

behaviour at the trailing and leading edges, for example aerofoils with sharp or
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rounded trailing edges. The shape functions are scaled by the design variables

and then control the shape of the rest of the body subject to the constraints

applied by the class function. The method has been successfully applied to the

problem of inverse design [33] of an aerofoil where the objective is to match

a target pressure distribution and to the drag minimisation of a supercritical

aerofoil [34]. Although capable of representing a wide variety of geometries, the

method cannot represent multiple topologies without direct user intervention.

The Parametric Section (PARSEC) method [35] uses a set of basis functions

to build up aerofoil shapes with control provided by design variables that are

explicitly linked to physically meaningful parameters of the aerofoil such as

leading edge radius of curvature. Additional terms can be added for blunt

trailing edges or local surface bumps and the method can be extended to high lift

configurations with multiple bodies [35], though additional design variables must

be added and the method cannot produce a multiple body geometry without

being instructed to do so. This parameterisation method has been applied to

the optimisation of a transonic wing for maximum lift to drag ratio by means

of a genetic algorithm [36].

The Hicks-Henne [37] method constructs aerofoil surfaces by applying per-

turbation functions to a base shape and in the initial work the functions were

chosen to represent changes in camber or thickness at points along the chord.

The design variables are coefficients multiplying the perturbation functions that

scale the effect of each function. By parameterising the wing design in this way,

Reuther et al. [13, 38] optimise the wing design of transonic and supersonic

aircraft.

Deformations may also be calculated using a modal decomposition of a ge-

ometry library [39], and applied using a control point method [40], or as shape

changes directly. When considering aerofoils, public libraries of well over 1000
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may be formed, representing a wealth of design experience aimed at the prob-

lem in hand. Industrial libraries are likely of similar size but remain proprietary.

The modal approach (via singular value decomposition) is arguably the most

efficient technique for representing aerofoils, giving the smallest reconstruction

error for the smallest number of design variables [41]. Of course, this approach is

only suitable if a known library exists, and by its nature cannot handle topology

changes.

1.1.5. Volumetric Methods

From the previous review it is clear that there is a significant shortcom-

ing in parameterisations for external aerodynamics not being unable to handle

topology change. Volumetric methods have yet to see significant use in shape pa-

rameterisation for fluids though they are commonly used to reconstruct surfaces

in the volume of fluid (VOF) method often applied for modelling free surfaces

[42]. The characteristic of these schemes is that the volume fraction of material

is stored in cells in the grid and surface information is then reconstructed from

this volume fraction information. In computer graphics, the simple line inter-

face calculation (SLIC) method [43] produces “staircase” surfaces as it seeks to

produce an interface in a partially full cell aligned with either grid axis. The

piecewise linear interface calculation (PLIC) [44, 45] method is similar in that it

uses a linear segments to represent interfaces but this line is not fixed to be ori-

entated to the grid axis but rather the normal of the line is set to the normal of

the fluid interface, calculated by a finite difference over adjacent cells. Volume-

based methods implicitly capture topology as volume cells can be specified as

solid in any configuration.

One, relatively common, volume based method ignores the notion of surfaces

altogether and instead adds a variable parameter to the governing equations that

controls the extent to which a given point is solid. The physical interpretation
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of this parameter varies depending on the problem but in solid mechanics, for

example, it might be the density of the material in a computational cell. Cells

with low density are essentially void as they can carry little of an applied load, in

this way the geometry and topology of the design can be controlled by setting

the density in some regions to zero to denote areas without material. The

design variables are then equal in number to the computational cells in the

domain. For example Borrvall and Petersson [46] performed optimisation on a

Stokes flow problem by introducing a parameter which controls the porosity of

a region (analogous to the density variable used for structural problems). The

extreme values of this parameter correspond to either an impermeable solid

or a completely open region and the parameter is biased such that the final

solution is either fully solid or fully void at a point. Techniques of this type

have also been applied to fluids optimisation using lattice-Boltzmann methods

[47, 48, 22, 49] and to solid mechanics shape optimisation by letting the design

variable parameter control the density of the material [50, 51]. However, these

methods are not suitable for use with black box solvers due to introduction of

extra terms in the solver for the variable material properties. Additionally, the

number of design variables used is often on the order of the number of cells

in the computational grid which makes finding the gradient of the objective

function with respect to the design variables computationally impractical with

a finite difference based method. Instead, the sensitivity is often calculated

via the adjoint method which allows the sensitivity of the objective function to

the design variables to be calculated by solving one numerical problem with a

cost independent of the number of design variables. Implementing the adjoint

method, however, requires detailed control of the solvers.

There is therefore a strong argument for volume based parametrisation

schemes which are completely independent of the flow solver used, and which
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can also produce smooth surfaces suitable for use in conventional body-fitted

finite-volume calculations of Euler or RANS type. In order to produce surfaces

that respond smoothly to changes in the volume function, and avoid an integer

optimisation problem, the parameterisation should ideally also use real number

volume fractions. Furthermore, as future extensions to multi-level parameter-

isation are extremely likely, it should also have a refinement capability. The

objective for this work is to derive a parameterisation scheme meeting these

goals as fully as possible.

2. Volume Fraction Parameterisation

The majority of existing geometry parameterisations used for fluids optimi-

sation either seek to represent the surface directly by building it from splines

or deforming an existing geometry. The parameterisation presented here is in-

spired by the front reconstruction techniques used in the volume of fluid (VOF)

method [42] for free surface simulation. In contrast to the VOF method this

parameterisation method uses the volume fraction of solid to construct surfaces;

the design variables being the volume fractions of solid in the cells making up

what is called a parameterisation mesh or grid in this work.

For the VOF method the conservation of fluid volume is of vital importance

while adequate results can be produced without smooth surfaces, however when

parameterising a geometry for optimisation the volume fraction can be consid-

ered merely a convenient design variable and it is not necessary to ensure that

any constructed surface strictly achieves the specified volume fraction in the

cell. A far more important consideration is the smoothness of the surface, in

particular ensuring that it is continuous, a property that the reconstructions

used for the VOF method often lack.

The volumetric parameterisation presented in this work is capable of rep-

resenting both different topologies and geometries, a feature not available in
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many parameterisation schemes which can only represent differing geometries

with the same topology. The mechanism by which multiple topologies can be

represented can be understood by imagining two regions of cells in the param-

eterisation separated by some distance, a situation illustrated in figure 3. Cells

in these regions are set such that they are solid by having a volume fraction of

solid equal to one, while the cells separating the two regions have a volume frac-

tion set to zero in order to be completely void. It is evident that two separate

surfaces should be constructed. By subsequently changing the volume fraction

of solid in the cells, labelled 1 and 2 in figure 3, the two regions may be joined.

Figure 4 shows how smooth surfaces may also be constructed when the volume

fraction is allowed to vary from zero to one, with intermediate values in this

range shown in greyscale, for a two element aerofoil. Figure 5 shows how this

approach may also be used to construct the perimeter of a harbour; for exam-

ple, it might be used in numerical optimisation to find positions and shapes of

breakwaters for minimising wave energy within the harbour [52].

1

2

Figure 3: Volumetric parameterisation grid (black represents a region completely filled with
solid)

The volumetric parameterisation used here builds on the work of Prilepov

et al. [53] in the field of computer graphics. Given a grid of cells, each with an

associated volume fraction, the method constructs one or more surfaces from the

information about the volume fractions in the grid. The steps in producing a
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surface from a set of volume fractions can be summarised as follows, (a detailed

description follows in section 2.1)

1. Average the cell volume fractions to volume cell vertices.

2. Construct gradients of the volume fraction at the vertices using central

differences.

3. Perform an interpolation, using the vertex values of volume fraction and

volume fraction gradient, over each volume cell to construct a continuous

volume fraction function.

4. In each cell, points where the value of the volume fraction function is

higher than a threshold are considered to be within a surface while lower

values are outside. For each cell choose the threshold value such that

the fraction of the cell area inside the surface is equal to the set volume

fraction for that cell.

5. Sample each cell volume fraction function with a Cartesian grid of points

to find points within the surfaces by comparing to the cell threshold value.

6. Construct surfaces around interior points using either a marching squares

or triangles method.

It should be noted that although this approach is likely to use a relatively

high number of design variables compared to the other methods described in

section 1.1, scope clearly exists for the use of design space reduction as also

described in section 1.1.

Most topology optimisation takes place in terms of structural behaviour [54,

55], so it is worthwhile considering how the VoS method above can be classed in

this context. Deaton et al. [54] define four types of parameterisation that include

topology as (1) density-based, (2) ‘hard-kill’ methods, (3) boundary variation

and (4) cellular division. High-fidelity CFD generally requires boundary fitted

meshes, which drives towards using the boundary variation approach, of which
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Deaton et al. define two types: (a) level-set methods [17] and (b) phase-field

methods [56]. Following this terminology, the VoS approach developed here is

a phase-field method, but it is apparent that phase-field approaches may also

be considered as explicit level-sets. The contribution of this work is therefore a

volume based parameterisation capable of sub-cell reconstruction (thereby using

fewer design variables) on anisotropic parameter grids, which is suitable for use

with boundary fitted fluids meshes, or any methods where the exact boundary

is required.

In terms of design space dimensionality the approach developed here is com-

parable or better than the density based methods employed in structural opti-

misation, because it is able to construct geometric shapes within the parameter

cells using an interpolation within each cell. The interpolation uses gradients of

the volume of solid function to provide the required level of detail. Achieving

improved internal fidelity permits the use of larger parameter cells, correspond-

ingly faster optimisation (due to a smaller number of design variables) and is

well suited to fluid-mechanics problems where surface smoothness is particu-

larly important. The cost of using the volume of solid parameterisation is of

course higher than the density-based methods used in structural optimisation,

because there are moderately intensive steps (primarily mesh edge loops, sam-

pling and then sorting using the volume function) involved in construction of

the surface from the volume of solid function and its gradients. The final sur-

face is also built using a marching triangles/squares procedure which carries a

small overhead. Certainly for fluids problems, however, the computational cost

of the parameterisation is small compared to the physics part of the calculation,

which means the benefit of a smaller number of design variables outweighs the

penalty of a more costly reconstruction procedure. It would also not usually be

possible to use a density-based approach (or in fluids, its analogue, the porosity
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method) as the meshes used in fluids analysis are not generally suitable for pa-

rameterisation, often featuring highly stretched cells and large numbers of cells.

Figure 4: Greyscale plot of underlying volume fraction data and reconstructed surface

2.1. Construction of volume fraction function/gradient

Strictly the volume fraction in a cell defines the fraction of that cell that

is taken up by interior volume, however in order to generate smooth surfaces

it is essential to have an estimate of the volume fraction at sub-grid scales.

This is achieved by interpolating the volume fraction over the cell to construct

a continuous volume fraction function, f(x, y), which can be used to calculate

whether a point lies within a surface or outside.

First f(x, y) (the volume of solid function) and its gradient are calculated on

the cell vertices by averaging the volume fraction for the four surrounding cells

to calculate f(x, y), and a volume integral is used to approximate the gradient

(a detailed description of the process is presented later, in section 2.2). Figure 6

shows an example problem with cell volume fractions generated from a real

interface and corner averages and gradients calculated for the central cell.

This information allows cubic Hermite splines [58] to be fitted to each cell

edge to interpolate f(x, y) along each cell edge following equation (1), where

the Hermite polynomials H3
i are given by equations (2) to (5). p describes the

value of the function to be interpolated, m is the gradient, l is the vector along

the edge and t is defined over the interval [0, 1] such that p1 = p(1).
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(a) Target geometry (left) and volume of solid constructed contour (right)

(b) Volume of solid contour overlaid on VoS greyscale

Figure 5: Reconstruction of Long Beach Harbour [57], California
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Figure 6: Real interface, cell volume fractions (central values), corner averages (values on the
corners) and gradient approximations (arrows, not shown to scale)

p(t) = p0H
3
0 (t) + (m0 · l)H3

1 (t) + (m1 · l)H3
2 (t) + p1H

3
3 (t) (1)

H3
0 (t) = (1− t)2(2t+ 1) (2)

H3
1 (t) = (1− t)2t (3)

H3
2 (t) = t2(t− 1) (4)

H3
3 (t) = t2(3− 2t) (5)

Finally f(x, y) is calculated over the whole cell using a bilinearly blended

Coons patch [59] using the edge interpolations. Importantly this process pro-

duces an independent interpolation for each cell and does not require the solution

of a large system of equations. An example of this method being used for a cell

in the reconstruction scheme is shown in figure 7, note particularly how each

component of the Coons patch behaves at the bounding curves. For a surface

bounded by four curves, figure 7d, a Coons patch is created by generating two

ruled surfaces, rc between bounding curves c1 and c2, figure 7a, and rd between

bounding curves d1 and d2, figure 7b. A bilinear interpolation between the four

corners, rcd, is also generated, figure 7c, and the Coons patch is then given by
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equation (6) which takes the best features from all three interpolations. Using

the Coons patch combined with the cubic interpolation along each cell edge al-

lows multiple crossings of the function over each edge and maxima and minima

to occur within the cell rather than at a corner, allowing a larger number of

geometries to be represented when compared to lower order interpolations.

c1

c2

(a) The ruled surface rc

+

d1

d2

(b) The ruled surface rd

-

(c) The bilinearly interpolated sur-
face rcd

=

(d) The Coons patch r

Figure 7: Ruled and bilinearly interpolated surfaces generated by the reconstruction scheme

r = rc + rd − rcd (6)

2.2. Gradient and Corner Averaging Details

If the parameterisation grid is made up of uniform cells then the cell corner

values of the volume fraction and volume fraction gradient can be calculated by

simple arithmetical averages and finite differences. However, here the parame-

terisation cells are allowed to be anisotropic.
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Clearly the volume fraction in a cell, defined on the cell centroid, should be

averaged to the cell corners in a way that respects the varying distances from the

surrounding cell centroids to the corner point. The method chosen for this is an

interpolation scheme called inverse distance weighting (IDW) [60]. This scheme

interpolates a function by means of a weighted average where the weightings

are the inverse distance from the evaluation point to the data point. The form

of the interpolation is shown in equation (7) where N is the number of adjacent

cells, either three or four, and xi is the location of an adjacent cell centroid.

In this case ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean norm and p controls how rapidly the change

between data points occurs, here it is set p = 2.

f(x) =


∑N

i=1
f(xi)
‖x−xi‖p∑N

i
1

‖x−xi‖p
‖x− xi‖ 6= 0

f(xi) ‖x− xi‖ = 0

(7)

If the cells form a uniform grid and there is no possibility for individual cells

to be refined, simple finite differences can be used to calculate the gradients at

the cell nodes. However, with the additional complication of a variable number

of cells neighbouring a corner and when the variable distance to cell centroids

is introduced this approach is not suitable. Instead, the gradient is calculated

at the cell centre using a finite volume scheme and these gradients are then

averaged to the corners by the same process used for the volume fraction itself.

The finite volume scheme calculation of the gradient at the centre of cell i

can be found by first considering the gradient of the volume fraction function

∇f(x) as

∇fi ≈
1

A

∫
∇f(x)dΩ (8)

where dΩ is a differential volume. This can be transformed to the surface integral

∇fi ≈
1

A

∫
f(x)dS (9)
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where dS is a differential surface on the boundary of dΩ. This integral can be

approximated with a summation

∇fi ≈
1

A

N∑
j=1

lj0.5(fi + fneighbour)n (10)

where lj is the length of the j’th edge, N is the total number of edges and n

is the face unit normal vector. Note that a side of a cell may be made up of

more than one edge if more than one cell borders the cell on that side. These

gradients are then nodally averaged and used within the Hermite interpolation.

2.3. Selecting Iso-value

The choice of whether a given value of f(x, y) represents a point inside a

surface or not is made by defining a per cell clipping value σ, or equivalently a

value of the contour of f(x, y), that represents the surface. This value should be

chosen such that the fraction of the cell volume within the surface contour cor-

responds as closely as possible to the given volume fraction in the cell. Figure 8

shows this diagrammatically.

Figure 8: Curved volume fraction function and clipping plane. Points where the volume
fraction function is greater than the clipping plane are inside a surface. This figure corresponds
to a cell clipping value of 0.4
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The value of f(x, y) is densely sampled in each cell on a Cartesian sample

grid and the value of f(x, y) at these points is sorted. If Ns is the total number

of points sampled the largest n samples are selected where n/Ns is equal to

the volume fraction in the cell, σ is then set to be the lowest of the n selected

sample values. This process is shown in figure 9.

fmax

fmin

or
d

er
ed

li
st

σ

n

Ns

Dense sampling Clipping value applied
to sample points

Subsample regularly
for surface reconstruction

Figure 9: The process of selecting a clipping value

2.4. Smoothing Iso-value

As the value of σ is defined on a per cell basis the join between the set of

points within a surface in one cell and the set in an adjacent cell may be non-

smooth due to the different values of the surface contour across a boundary. This

can be solved by sacrificing some volume accuracy by smoothing the values of σ

across cell boundaries such that σ = σ(x, y) and is no longer cell-wise constant.

Any method should have a number of key properties:

• Only nearby cells contribute to the value of σ

• The degree of smoothing must be controllable

• On a cell boundary the contribution from adjacent cells should be equal
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• The function must provide smooth changes

• Differently sized and anisotropic cells must be correctly handled

• The smoothing method must be able to cope with arbitrary data point

locations

The method of IDW described in section 2.2 provides the basis for the

method employed. Simply, IDW can be applied with the value of the distance

exponent p, defined in equation (7), set to some large value, typically around

10-20, in order to effectively exclude far away cells from affecting the smoothed

value. However this simple method encounters difficulty with anisotropic cells

or indeed cells of differing sizes as the contribution from cells adjacent to an

edge would not be equal at the edge.

Even in the case of equally sized cells problems can appear with a simple

IDW approach, and more so in the case of anisotropic cells. The smoothed σ

surface can be highly oscillatory on the borders between cells with different cell

centre values of σ, this phenomena can be seen in figure 10a. This occurs due

to the anisotropy of the cells and the use of high powers of distance in the IDW

weights. This oscillatory behaviour in the smoothed value of σ causes oscillatory

surfaces to be constructed when the surface crosses a cell boundary.

Two modifications are applied to make IDW suitable for this smoothing

application. Distances are not measured from the cell centroid to the point

at which σ is evaluated but rather from a rectangular box centred on the cell

centroid to the evaluation point. This box is smaller than the cell it lies within

and is sized such that the perpendicular distance from cell edge to the box edge

is constant around the whole cell. Measuring distance as between the box and

the evaluation point ensures both that each cell has a region of the same size

where smoothing takes place and that the central part of the cell is set to the cell

centroid value of σ, ensuring smoothing only takes place at cell edges. Figure 11
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illustrates the concept of the inner box.

(a) Simple IDW method (b) New IDW method

Figure 10: Comparison of smoothed σ function generated with different smoothing methods

Additionally, the Euclidean distance is not used but rather the Chebyshev

distance, defined in two dimensions by equation (11) where i and j are orthogonal

vectors corresponding to the axis directions. The preference for the Chebyshev

distance over the Euclidean distance is due to the behaviour of circles when

defined using each distance (when using the Chebyshev distance a circle appears

as a square). This means that in any cell the distance from the inner box to

the cell boundary is constant, implying equal contribution from adjacent cells

on cell boundaries.

‖x− xi‖ = max(|(x− xi) · i|, |(x− xi) · j|) (11)

Figure 10b shows a smoothed σ function generated with this method. Note

that smoothing takes place over the same distance irrespective of cell size and

that smooth surfaces are generated. Figure 12a shows the oscillatory surface

generated with the simple IDW method for smoothing σ while figure 12b demon-

strates the improvement obtained with the new method for the same input data.

Alternative approaches can be trialled for smoothing the clipping function,

for example, it is also possible to use a RBF interpolation that fits through all

of the parameter cell clipping values. A comparison between the IDW approach
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Parameterisation cell

Distance contour

Inner box

Figure 11: Schematic of distance measurement showing the central box, a dashed distance
contour and the outer volume cell

described above and an RBF approach is shown in figure 13, where it is clear

that the RBF approach is not as suitable, as the contour produced is less smooth.

This is attributable to the RBF interpolation capturing local cell-wise variations

in the clipping value more faithfully. At first sight this might appear desirable,

but the intention of the surface construction is not precise recovery of either

clipping values or volume of solid values; rather, it is important that a smooth

surface that responds predictably to changes in the volume of solid values is

produced. In this sense the IDW interpolation of the clipping value is superior.
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(a) Simple IDW method
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(b) Proposed IDW method

Figure 12: Comparison of surfaces generated with different smoothing methods

2.5. Constructing Surfaces

To construct the surfaces a sampling of points in each cell is taken to de-

termine which of the sample points lie within a surface by comparing the value
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Figure 13: Comparison of surfaces generated using the proposed IDW and RBF interpolations
for clipping value

of f(x, y) with the smoothed value of σ(x, y) at each point; this produces a

structured point cloud of internal points. This process is shown in figure 9 for

an unsmoothed value of σ. Surfaces can then be extracted from the set by the

method of marching squares [61] or the related method of marching triangles.

Internal points and a corresponding reconstructed surface are shown in figure 14

for a low sample density.

The number of sample points can be varied depending on the desired smooth-

ness of the resulting surfaces, which will be problem dependent. For instance, for

minimising drag on an object in a supersonic flow where the objective function

is to be evaluated by an Euler solver it is likely that the optimal geometry will

feature sharp corners in order to produce attached shocks. Setting the number

of samples per cell to be one will produce surfaces with such sharp features;

figure 15a shows such a geometry, while a higher number will yield smoother

surfaces as seen in figure 15b.
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Interior points
Constructed surface

Figure 14: Interior points and surface generated using marching squares algorithm

(a) Example geometry produced
with one sample per cell

(b) Example geometry produced
with 400 samples per cell

Figure 15: Surfaces produced with different numbers of sample points but the same volume
fraction distribution

Marching squares [61] is an excellent method where the sampling of the vol-

ume fraction is uniform across the parameterisation mesh but it does not allow

the flexibility of having differing sample densities for different regions, necessary

for localised control of output surface smoothness. Instead a Delaunay triangu-

lation is constructed using the sample points as cell nodes. This triangulated

mesh is then used to construct the surface by marching triangles, a method

which applies the same principles as marching squares but is suitable for less

ordered data and removes the ambiguities which exist in surface construction
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in the marching squares method.

The tendency of the generated surface to split into separate surfaces or form

a cohesive whole depends on the gradient of the volume fraction function. When

the gradient is high, especially if the gradient is in the same directions at either

end of an edge, the Hermite splines that interpolate the function will tend to

have maxima and minima within the bounds of the edge causing the generated

surface to break up. Figure 16 shows two splines generated with and without

the gradient control described here. If a clipping value was applied to these

functions around y = 1, the uncontrolled spline would have two regions where

sample points would be considered within the surface whereas the controlled

spline would have only one. This demonstrates how the scaling value can affect

how cohesive the generated surfaces are. By scaling the gradient in each cell

by a constant factor, the degree of cohesion can be controlled and figure 17

demonstrates the differences in the generated surface that can be obtained.

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Unscaled gradients
Scaled gradients

Figure 16: Two Hermite splines, given by equation (1), illustrating influence of gradient control

2.6. Sharp Corners

By taking fewer samples the smoothness of the reconstructed surface is re-

duced as the straight line segments generated by the marching triangles method

become longer. This can be useful when considering the design of bodies which

are likely to need to be angular, such as for supersonic flow. The marching
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(a) Small scaling factor producing sin-
gle lumped surface

(b) Large scaling factor producing two
broken surfaces

Figure 17: Varying gradient scaling and resultant surfaces

triangles surface construction method allows for local control of the sampling

density on a per cell basis which enables local control of the generated surface

smoothness. This is particularly important when designing geometry such as

aerofoils, as a sharp trailing edge is often a requirement.

Having dramatic differences between sample density of adjacent cells is only

possible with use of marching triangles on an appropriately constructed trian-

gular mesh, in this case by Delaunay triangulation. When a sharp trailing edge

is required, a cell is flagged to contain the trailing edge and this cell is sampled

according to the pattern shown in figure 18, though sample locations are ac-

tually closer to the edges of the parameterisation cell in practice. In this case

a constrained Delaunay triangulation is used for the marching triangles mesh,

such that the lines joining the trailing edge cell sample points are forced to be

in the triangulation. Figure 19 shows how forcing this segment to appear in the

triangulation ensures a sharp trailing edge with the point located on the line

joining the sample locations.

3. Results

3.1. Comparison with other Parameterisations

A standard test [62, 40] of a parameterisation scheme focusses on the capa-

bility to successfully recover an existing aerofoil geometry using as few design
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Figure 18: Sample locations (crosses) in a parameterisation cell with enforced triangulation
edges connecting the sample points

Figure 19: Use of a constrained Delaunay triangulation to ensure a sharp trailing edge. Pa-
rameterisation cells in blue, triangulated sample mesh in green and constructed surface in
red
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variables as possible. Figure 20 shows the method used here for shape recovery,

which is based on iteratively matching the measured volume fractions in the

parameterisation grid between the target surface and the parameterised surface

to minimise the RMS error in equation (13).

ei

Target

Generated

Figure 20: Volume fraction error

Many of the methods used to parameterise aerodynamic shapes are either

formulated specifically for that class of shape or instead are deformative methods

that use an initial aerofoil shape which is then deformed to form new geometries.

The volumetric parameterisation method presented here is more general and

capable of representing many geometries. The more specialised methods have,

in a sense, more information about what an aerofoil looks like embodied into

the scheme; in principle this should allow these parameterisations to represent

the target aerofoil with fewer design variables to the same error value.

Castonguay and Nadarajah [63] compare different parameterisation methods

for the optimisation problems of drag minimisation and inverse design on two

dimensional aerofoils, while Mousavi et al. [64] extend this work to the three

dimensional problem of drag minimisation and inverse design for wings. Here

the parameterisation is examined in the context of shape recovery, alongside the

work of Masters et al. [41], who compared a large number of geometry param-

eterisation methods and evaluated the number of design variables necessary to

reproduce, within a tolerance specified by Kulfan [7], fractions of a large library

of aerofoils. In order to compare to the results of Masters et al. [41] the error

here is calculated after a resplining procedure using an identical method, after
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which the RMS error is calculated following equation (13) where N is the num-

ber of generated surface points, yt(xi) is the y coordinate of the point on the

target surface at xi and y(xi) is the point on the generated surface.

xi =
1− cos(π( i−1

150 − 1))

2
, 1 ≤ i ≤ 301 (12)

min

N∑
i=1

√
|yt(xi)− y(xi)|2

N
(13)

A more detailed analysis can be performed by considering the front 20%

of chord and the rear 80% of chord separately and identifying the furthest

distance a constructed point in each region is from the target surface. This

allows these errors to be compared to a wind tunnel model tolerance which

is given as 4 × 10−4 for the front region and 8 × 10−4 for the rear region of

the chord [41] (if the aerofoil is recovered within these tolerances then it can

be considered a successful recovery). This tolerance comes from the work of

Kulfan [7] where it was suggested as a value indicative of wind tunnel model

manufacturing accuracy.

NACA 0012. For the NACA 0012 reconstruction a grid of 20 cells horizontally

by 15 cells vertically, shown in figure 21a, was used. More resolution was concen-

trated around the leading edge especially and slightly more around the trailing

edge. The mid-chord region has lower resolution by comparison as the curvature

here is low. As stated earlier, for optimisation cases only the parameterisation

cells on the surface of the aerofoil are relevant to the optimisation process and

should be counted as design variables; in this case there were 64 of these cells.

Figure 22a shows the qualitative matching between the geometry constructed

by the parameterisation and the target surface. The maximum error in the front

20% of chord is 3.99× 10−4 while in the rear 80% it is 5.96× 10−4.
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(a) Volume fraction mesh for NACA 0012 shape recovery
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(b) Comparison between generated aerofoil and target surface for the NACA 0012

Figure 21: NACA 0012 section parameterisation mesh and surface comparison
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RAE 2822. More parameterisation cells are required to represent the RAE 2822

to the same tolerance as the NACA 0012 owing principally to the thinner leading

and trailing edge geometry. The parameterisation mesh is shown in figure 22a

and is made up of 26 cells horizontally by 21 cells vertically. For this geometry

and parameterisation grid the number of surface cells, or design variables for

optimisation, is 95. When comparing the NACA 0012 result above with this

result it can be seen that the number of design variables in the RAE 2822 case

is larger than in the NACA 0012 case by a factor of 1.48 but the total number

of cells in the parameterisation mesh is larger by a factor of 1.82. This indicates

that with the increased resolution the total number of cells in the mesh will

increase faster than the number of cells that affect the surface geometry. This

is due to the total number of cells increasing with the square of the number of

cells on a side, while active cells are approximately proportional to the total arc

length.

The parameterisation produces a geometry that meets the error tolerance

with a maximum error of 3.99×10−4 in the front 20% and 7.42×10−4 in the rear

80%. The comparison between the generated surface and the target is shown in

figure 22b.

The volume of solid (VoS) parameterisation requires 95 design variables to

meet the Kulfan tolerance while most other methods examined by Masters et al.

[41] require between 10 and 20 design variables. However, this is to be expected

when the other methods are examined. These methods either deform an initial

aerofoil geometry or are specially formulated to produce aerofoil like geometries

whereas the VoS parameterisation presented here is designed to be applicable

to problems other than aerofoil optimisation and is also capable of topological

change.
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(a) Volume fraction mesh for RAE 2822 shape recovery
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(b) Comparison between generated aerofoil and target surface for the RAE 2822

Figure 22: RAE 2822 parameterisation mesh and surface comparison
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NACA 4412. The NACA 4412 is a more highly cambered aerofoil than any

of the others examined here, this requires the parameterisation mesh, shown

in figure 23a, to be substantially more asymmetric than even the RAE 2822

case. More parameterisation cells are also required, 28 cells horizontally by 21

vertically, with most resolution distributed about the leading and trailing edges.

The number of surface cells acting as design variables is 96 in this case and the

maximum errors are 3.97 × 10−4 in the front 20% of chord and 7.57 × 10−4 in

the rear 80% of chord, but just below the defined tolerance.

ONERA D Section. Like the NACA 0012 the ONERA D section is a symmetri-

cal aerofoil but with slightly lower thickness. This results in higher curvature at

the leading edge, and so more resolution is needed for reconstruction compared

to NACA 0012. Figure 24a shows the parameterisation mesh used for this re-

construction which was formed from 23 horizontal cells by 17 vertical cells, with

76 of those cells being on the surface and acting as design variables.

For this geometry reconstruction the generated surface, shown in figure 24b,

has a maximum error of 3.66× 10−4 in the front 20% of chord and 7.74× 10−4

in the rear 80% of chord. Again, these values are below the specified target

tolerance.

In comparison to the NACA 4412 and the RAE 2822, the VoS scheme is

closer in performance to the other parameterisation methods when reconstruct-

ing the ONERA D section as other methods require slightly higher numbers of

design variables on average while the VoS parameterisation needs fewer for this

geometry. This is due to the D section being symmetrical, meaning fewer param-

eterisation cells can be used around the trailing edge as there is no requirement

to reconstruct a concave or thin trailing edge.

Results Summary. The results in the above sections are summarised in table 1

which illustrates that some geometries are harder for the VoS parameterisation
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(a) Volume fraction mesh for NACA 4412 shape recovery
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(b) Comparison between generated aerofoil and target surface for the NACA 4412

Figure 23: NACA 4412 parameterisation mesh and surface comparison
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(a) Volume fraction mesh for ONERA D section shape recovery
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(b) Comparison between generated aerofoil and target surface for the ONERA D
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Figure 24: ONERA D section parameterisation mesh and surface comparison
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Aerofoil Front error Rear error Number of design variables
NACA 0012 3.99×10 −4 5.96×10 −4 64
RAE 2822 3.99×10 −4 7.42×10 −4 95
NACA 4412 3.97×10 −4 7.57×10 −4 96
ONERA D section 3.66×10 −4 7.74×10 −4 76

Table 1: Table of errors and design variable numbers required to reconstruct a selection of
aerofoils to a tolerance specified by Kulfan [7]

to recover than others. The number of necessary design variables varies by a

factor of 1.5, and symmetric aerofoils are more easily recovered, though this is

likely not a factor of the symmetry of the itself but rather due to the concave

regions on the lower surfaces of the asymmetric aerofoils.

3.2. Supersonic Minimum Drag Bodies

The Busemann biplane [65] is a theoretically zero drag configuration, in

an inviscid flow, due to wave cancellation between the bodies making up the

biplane. This effect relies on two bodies to create the wave cancellation and as

such this design would not be available to a parameterisation scheme which is

not sufficiently flexible to perform topology optimisation as well as geometry

optimisation without the initial assumption of two bodies.

Optimisation of Busemann biplanes has been performed before using other

parameterisation schemes [11, 66] but these optimisations have been aimed at

improving the performance of an already existing biplane configuration, typ-

ically to improve performance when the biplane is used as a lifting body at

non-zero angle of attack. In this work, the possibility of using a parameter-

isation scheme capable of topological change to harness the benefits of shock

cancellation between bodies to reduce drag is explored.

Initially the parameterisation grid is set up as in figure 25a, comprising of

two cells horizontally and twenty vertically though the volume fraction values

are mirrored around the horizontal line splitting the mesh in half such that there

are twenty design variables and any design is symmetric around the horizontal,
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though not necessarily around the vertical. The marching squares surface con-

struction method is used along with a low sample density in the parameterisation

grid in order to force the design to be formed of sharp, faceted bodies.

The objective function is to minimise drag on the body in a Mach 2 flow,

subject to a constraint on volume such that the total volume of all bodies

produced must be greater than 8% of the volume of the parameterisation mesh;

this prevents the optimiser from producing a minimum drag design by removing

all objects in the flow. The optimisation algorithm used is the gravitational

search algorithm (GSA) [67] as a gradient based method would find it difficult

to produce good results due to the possibility of better designs being hidden

behind increases in the objective function associated with changes in geometry

and topology. The GSA method was previously tested against the CEC 2006

optimisation test functions [68], as well as three engineering test cases (welded

beam [69], pressure vessel [70] and spring design [71]) and found to provide

convergence and feasibility results of similar or better quality than comparable

agent-based methods.
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(a) Low resolution parameterisation grid
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Figure 25: Parameterisation grids

The optimisation produced a 96.7% reduction in the objective function, al-

most entirely eliminating the drag on the body. The final geometry and the
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flow field around it can be seen in figure 26f where the optimal geometry that

has been found is formed of five separate bodies. Figure 26 shows some designs

from the optimisation history which demonstrates that a number of topologies

were considered in this optimisation. The mechanism of drag reduction seen

here is exactly that utilised in the theoretical Busemann biplane, namely shock

cancellation, which can be seen by the minimal trailing waves produced. The

observed flow field is more complex than that of the theoretical biplane result as

each shock wave undergoes multiple reflections which are not necessarily focused

on the maximum thickness points of adjacent bodies.

Given the incomplete cancellation in the solution produced using the pa-

rameterisation grid shown in figure 25a, better results might be obtained by

using a higher resolution parameterisation grid such as that in figure 25b where

the resolution has increased by a factor of 1.5. All other parameters for the

optimisation remained the same as with the lower resolution parameterisation.

The increased parameterisation resolution has the effect of enabling the op-

timiser to reach a reduction in the objective function of 99.5%, in fact this is a

reduction in the drag of nearly an order of magnitude over the result obtained

with the lower resolution parameterisation. Once again, the selected design it-

erations shown in figure 27 show that a number of different topologies have been

considered in the optimisation process. The final geometry, seen in figure 27f

features more, thinner bodies leading to better shock cancellation and a reduc-

tion in the shocks on the outside edges of the top and bottom aerofoils which

cannot be cancelled.

The histories of the optimisations for both the coarser and finer parameter

meshes are shown in figure 28. The finer parameter grid ultimately achieves

a lower value of CD, but the convergence to this value takes longer in terms

of iterations of the optimiser. It would be expected that the finer parameter
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Figure 26: Flow field around design iterations. Low resolution parameterisation
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grid achieves lower drag, as (i) it has an increased number of design variables

to adjust, and (ii) with a finer grid it is possible to construct a wider range

of topologies, as evidenced by the increased number of elements to the aerofoil

system. A smaller number of design variables, as for the coarser parameter grid,

allows more rapid convergence of the optimiser but the quality of the final result

is limited as fewer shapes are achievable.

The classical zero drag Busemann solution is formed of two bodies, however

the two solutions presented above feature a greater number than that while still

achieving low drag configurations. One possible reason for this is that there

are numerous topologies that achieve cancellation and once one of these designs

is reached, the optimiser has no reason to alter the topology further. While

there may be many topologies that produce shock-expansion cancellation (for

example, each parameter grid above produced a different topology), the fact

that the optimiser located these solutions at all is encouraging and indicates

that the GSA method has functioned successfully in terms of initial seeding

of points and enforcement of constraints. The designs feature near-exact wave

cancellation (to within a margin of numerical error), so a global minimum has

almost certainly been located, albeit one that is evidently non-unique due to

the multitude of ways in which the waves can be made to cancel and produce

zero drag.

3.3. Coastal Defence Optimisation

A common test case problem in the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH)

community is the dam break, where pressures and front position are compared

with experimental data or the results of other numerical methods [72, 73]. A

problem of interest to any community located close to the shore is also how

to prevent wave overtopping of seawalls where infrastructure is located just

behind the seawall; for example, preventing nearby buildings being flooded or
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Figure 27: Flow field around design iterations. High resolution parameterisation
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Figure 28: Comparison of optimiser histories for the Busemann problem with coarse and fine
parameter grids

damaged by the force of impacting water. The key objective is to stop as much

water as possible overtopping the coastal defence; here this concept is expressed

mathematically as minimising the total amount of fluid mass crossing a vertical

datum line from the seaward side to the coastal side over a set period of time,

as given in equation (14) where δ() is the Dirac delta function. The problem

is shown graphically in figure 29 where the fluid initial configuration and the

area available for design can be seen. The design area is split into a grid of

square volume cells, two cells wide and four cells high, which gives eight design

variables.

min

∫ t=tend

t=0

(
N∑
i=1

mi
max(Vx, 0)

Vx
δ(x− xdatum)

)
dt (14)

The optimisation of the objective function given by equation (14) is per-

formed by a conjugate gradient method without any constraints applied to the

optimisation. However, constraints on the geometry are applied within the pa-
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Figure 29: Seawall overtopping optimisation problem. Tank boundaries shown as solid lines,
initial fluid position as solid rectangle, potential design area as hatched rectangle and the
datum location as a dashed line.

rameterisation as this limits the maximum width and height that the coastal

defence can be. Additionally, the parameterisation grid has cells under the hor-

izontal, which do not act as design variables, set to a value of 1 to ensure the

generated geometry is always anchored to the x-axis. Implementing the conju-

gate gradient method requires a line search along the direction calculated for

exploration, but this requires some modification to work with the VoS parame-

terisation. The volume of solid values cannot fall below zero or exceed one, so

it is necessary to clamp any design variable that would otherwise exceed those

limits at either zero or one as appropriate. It would not be prudent to move to

the next parameter cell (although this is seemingly an attractive option), as this

would move too far beyond the base configuration for which the gradients were

calculated at that step. This is a the ‘projection’ approach of Rosen [74], and in

the context of the work here, a primary consequence is that monotonic conver-

gence is not guaranteed, because predicted search directions must be somewhat

truncated to be allowable within the parameterisation.

The results of this optimisation suggest that geometry optimisation using

SPH is both possible and yields excellent results, especially when the ease with

which the SPH solver can be integrated with a parameterisation that produces

changing topology is considered. The final geometry produced is shown, in
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figure 30f, undergoing an impact with the water from the dam break. The

optimiser has produced a curved frontal surface to the seawall which redirects

the wave away from the datum line and back on itself and this is a feature

common to most of the designs produced in the optimisation process, as shown

in figure 30. The rear of the seawall is curved despite not interacting with the

oncoming fluid. This is an artefact of the volumetric parameterisation; in this

case as the volume cells are only two wide the values of the design variables in

the front layer of cells affects the surface constructed in the rear layer and vice

versa. Figure 31 shows the reduction in the objective function with iteration

number; in a relatively low number of iterations the objective function is reduced

to zero. Some non-monotonic convergence is seen, attributable to the projection

process for the design variables discussed above.

3.4. Baffle optimisation

The selection of internal baffle geometry has the potential to alter the damp-

ing characteristics of an oscillating tank. Anderson et al. [75] show that the

damping performance of an oscillating tank can be improved by the introduc-

tion of baffles, though correct placement is essential for maximum effect. In

that context, an optimisation method for the design of tank baffles to improve

damping should offer the ability to design the number, placement and geometry

of the baffles in a given tank.

The volumetric parameterisation method presented in this work is ideal for

this application because by allowing for variable topology the number and place-

ment of the baffles can be optimised while also allowing the optimisation of the

individual baffle geometry, all within a continuous optimisation procedure.

The geometry chosen to contain the baffles and the fluid is a square tank

with total area of 0.25m2 pivoted about a point 0.115m from the center of the

top of the tank in the direction perpendicular to the tank top, as used by Hall
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(a) Initial configuration (b) Iteration 5

(c) Iteration 10 (d) Iteration 15

(e) Iteration 20 (f) Final iteration

Figure 30: Design iterations of the seawall
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Figure 31: Objective function percentage change against iteration number for the seawall
problem

et al. [76]. The initial angle of the tank to the vertical is 20◦ and the tank

is a quarter full. The objective function to be minimised by the optimiser is

the total variation of angular position given by equation (15). Here t2 is five

seconds after the tank is released and ω is the angular velocity of the tank. No

damping is applied to the tank pivot so any damping experienced is purely due

to the fluid inside the tank.

F =

∫ t2

t1

|ω|dt (15)

The SPH solver is coupled to a structural solver which calculates the position

of the tank under the forces imposed by the fluid, and the conjugate gradient

optimiser is used to drive the design variables. The SPH solver and the struc-

tural solver are strongly coupled by sub-iteration in order to ensure accuracy

of the system, in particular with respect to energy conservation. Details of the

method employed to couple the solvers can be found in Hall et al. [76].
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3.4.1. Geometry Parameterisation

The parameterisation grid used in this problem is shown in figure 32 and

consists of eight columns by four rows of cells. The baffle design is forced to

by symmetric about the vertical centre line of the tank so the values in the

parameterisation cells are mirrored across this line. The optimisation begins

with all cells set to have a volume fraction of zero such that the initial geometry

is a “clean” tank, and the total fluid volume is fixed.

Figure 32: Diagram of baffle parameterisation grid overlaid on tank with settled fluid depth
indicated by the blue shaded area

3.4.2. Baffle geometry

The geometry produced through the optimisation process is shown in fig-

ure 33f and consists of four separate baffle elements, two on the base of the tank

and two near the free surface positioned roughly a third of the tank width from

the walls and each other. The effect on the tank behaviour of the baffles on the

base of the tank is difficult to discern, possibly they act to slightly raise the free

surface level, as the volume of fluid in the tank is kept constant, or modify the

wave speed just before the tank walls.

The effect of the baffle geometry can be seen in the time history of angular
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(a) Initial baffle geometry (b) Iteration 3

(c) Iteration 6 (d) Iteration 9

(e) Iteration 12 (f) Final baffle geometry

Figure 33: Baffle geometry optimisation iteration
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position shown in figure 34 and in the plots of the fluid behaviour for the initial

and optimised design in figure 35. The first negative peak shown in figure 34 is

of a larger amplitude for the optimised case than for the clean tank. This is due

to waves, travelling from right to left, encountering the first baffle and forcing

the tank to travel further. However, after this the tank with baffles reverses

direction faster as the fluid impact on the left hand wall is reduced and delayed,

shown in figure 35, by the presence of the left hand baffle. The rightmost baffle

then acts to reduce the amplitude of the wave to the right reducing the positive

peak amplitude. Figure 36 shows the convergence history of the optimisation

for this problem, demonstrating a reduction in the objective function of 2.2%,

and again some non-monotonic convergence due to the projection process used

during the line search in the conjugate gradient calculation is seen.
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Figure 34: Time history of tank position for initial and final design iterations

4. Conclusions and Future Work

A new geometry and topology parameterisation scheme has been introduced

which uses the volume fraction of solid within cells in a parameterisation grid
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(a) Iteration 1 (b) Iteration 16

Figure 35: Fluid behaviour changes with iteration number at T=0.78s
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Figure 36: Convergence history of baffle optimisation problem
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as design variables. This information can then be used to construct surfaces

for use in optimisation problems. Results presented here have focussed first on

examining the geometric abilities of the parameterisation through a qualitative

test of the method’s ability to reproduce a two-element aerofoil and a harbour

outline, and subsequently on a quantitative analysis of the method’s ability to

reconstruct a set of common aerofoils.

The flexibility of the method is demonstrated by its ability to parameterise

the outlines of the test images, which all have different topologies and surface

characteristics, without changes to the method. It is also shown that the pa-

rameterisation scheme is capable of a high degree of accuracy as it successfully

reconstructs a number of aerofoil geometries to within a tolerance typical of wind

tunnel models. Although the parameterisation requires more design variables

to achieve the same accuracy as other methods used for aerofoil parameterisa-

tion, those methods implicitly have information about the geometry of aerofoils

encoded within them. As such, these methods perform better for aerofoil cases,

but would be unlikely to perform so well for other problems, especially those

involving topological change.

Three optimisation problems were considered: minimisation of drag on a

geometry in supersonic flow, the design of a seawall geometry to prevent over-

topping, and the design and placement of baffles to increase fluid damping in

an oscillating tank. In all cases the initial design was improved. The Busemann

drag minimisation problem demonstrated the benefit of having a parameterisa-

tion that is capable of multiple different topologies and which can work with

a heuristic type optimiser. Additionally the use of the parameterisation to

produce sharp, faceted geometries indicates the flexibility of the method. In

contrast, the seawall optimisation uses the parameterisation to produce smooth

surfaces, showing the range of surfaces that can be constructed. Finally, the
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utility of having a parameterisation method capable of topological change was

again demonstrated by showing how the parameterisation allows changing the

number, placement and shape of baffles in a unified process for a sloshing tank.

Future work will include additional improvements allowing refinement of pa-

rameterisation cells and extension to 3D.
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